Thursday, September 9

**General Session**
Vivint Arena
9 a.m.–12 p.m.

**Product Reveal**
• David Stirling, Dr. Hill, Emily Wright, Bekah Nixon, & Andrew O’Hare

---

**TERRA Talk**
Hall B - C
2 p.m.–4 p.m.

**New Product & Science**

**Stage 1**
• Bekah Nixon, Dr. Brittany Graf, Isaac Frisbie, Ryan Roberts, Spring Esteppe, Alex DaBell, Dr. Nicole Stevens, Jessa Wright, Dave Hawkins, & Jessica Moutrie

**Stage 2**
• Dr. Brannick Riggs, Samantha Lewis, Kanani Sargent, Jared Moon, Dr. Andrew Gough, Bekah Nixon, Dr. Brittany Graf, Isaac Frisbie, Ryan Roberts, & Spring Esteppe

Friday, September 10

**Confidence**

In this session, you’ll get an insight into why doTERRA is the place for you—now and moving forward. The future of this business and the ability to meet the challenges of growth depend on a rock solid foundation now. It starts with the importance of our sourcing model, and our insistence of purity in every step along the way. Next, creating strategic strongholds in healthcare, research, and science ensures that products are the most pure and most effective. Lastly, what matters most is how it works for you and your family. Hear from doTERRA Executive Founders, Sourcing Experts, and doTERRA Leaders how doTERRA is uniquely positioned to continue to grow, the opportunities ahead, and your part in it.

• Corey Lindley, Dr. Hill, Michael Scott + Quality Control Team, Tim Valenti ner + Sourcing Partners, Kirk Jowers, Kari Coody, Kristen Pardue, Mayra Powers, Jessica Travis, Dr. Kellie Lancaster, Saramarie Smith, & Michael Stirling
Friday, September 10 continued...

TERRA Talk
Hall C
2 p.m.–5 p.m.

**Product & Science**
This stage will feature topics surrounding: Lifelong Vitality, reducing toxicity in your life, Wellness Kits, Hero Products, Spa, Distillation, & Science.

- Dr. Katherine Igah-Phillips, Alex DaBell, Judith Sears, Lauren Busch, Boyd Truman, Steve Scott, Rachel Carter, Dr. Melissa Esquerra, Elyse Hanselmann, Dana Moore, Beckie Farrant, Dr. Laura Ricci, Jena McNabb, Dr. Russell Osguthorpe, Dr. Nicole Stevens, Ruth Gough, Season Johnson, Melody Brandon, & Ben Platt

TERRA Talk
Hall B
2 p.m.–5 p.m.

**Business & Product**
This stage will highlight topics such as: Science & Sharing doTERRA, Lifelong Vitality, Getting your business started, Growing your team and community, targeted wellness, & living a healthy lifestyle.

- Kristin Tigges, Dr. Russell Osguthorpe, Dr. Nicole Stevens, Megan Hunter, Stephanie Newton, Dr. Katherine Igah-Phillips, Alex BaDell, Justin Harrison, Audrey Saunders, Drew Wolfert, Melissa Christopher, Sara Janssen, Tonya Ferguson, Christina Badell, Meredith Kelly, Pamella Tanimura, & Judith Sears

Saturday, September 11

TERRA Talk
Hall C
9:30 a.m.–11:30 a.m.

**Product & Science**
This session is packed with science, expertise on incorporating essential oils into your everyday life, and the power of pure oils.

- Dr. Brannick Riggs, Dr. Laura Jacobs, Dr. Nicole Stevens, Brooke Vreeman, Eliza Bacot, Dr. Ashley Anderson, Dr. Janet Roark, Bekah Nixon, Chiraz Mouradian, Aaron Sorensen, & Tim Valentiner

TERRA Talk
Hall B
9:30 a.m.–11:30 a.m.

**Product & Business**
This stage will loaded with tips on how to expand your audience, create a thriving business, launching leaders, the doTERRA difference, and more!

- Heather Reed, Jennifer Pansa-Rohr, Sophie LeMay, Karissa Cosentino, Allyse Sedivy, Sun Zhong, Victoria Plekenpol, Bishnu Adhikari, & Kari Sammons.

General Session
Vivint Arena
1 p.m.–4 p.m.

**Empowerment**
The final session of Convention 2021 will bring the heart of doTERRA to you. During this session you’ll hear from doTERRA Executive Founders and corporate staff, inspiring leaders from around the world, entrepreneurs, and doTERRA Leaders. Learn about our life-changing humanitarian initiatives in Somalia and important developments about the dHFF projects, especially the HOPE Model. Lastly, be inspired by Founding Executive Emily Wright, as she sits down with Sara Blakely, Founder & CEO of SPANX. Together, these two superwomen of business and bold entrepreneurs will inspire you to fulfill your goals and help change the world.

- David Stirling, Dr. Russell Osguthorpe, Edna Adan, Mark Wolfert, Missy Larsen, Regan Plekenpol, Elizabeth Smart, Sara Blakely, Russell Butters, Lillian Wenger, Mona Chris, Betsy Holmes, & Emily Wright.